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TITLE
“High Voltage Redox Chemistries and 3D Electrode Architectures for Advanced Lithium Batteries and Beyond”

ABSTRACT
Dr. Nanda will cover a general overview of the current state-of-the-art lithium-ion based batteries and will address various scientific issues and challenges associated with alternate high-energy-density chemistries such as lithium-air and lithium-sulfur. A major part of the talk will cover ongoing research efforts in the group that includes investigations of high-energy layered lithium-rich compositions: xLiMnO2.(1-x)LiMO2 (where M = Ni, Mn, Co) and multivalent conversion-based compounds belonging to iron fluoride and oxyfluoride family. Dr. Nanda shall discuss several approaches going on in our laboratory to incorporate nanostructures of the above family of multivalent electrode materials in various 3D electrode architectures to facilitate electronic and/or ionic transport that would further enable multi-electron capacity without structural collapse. These include some recent results on 3D carbon-fiber-based network and inverse opal-based bicontinuous architectures.